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• Strategic Initiatives Update
  - MSU’s priority is to secure the best possible current services budget
    - Funding necessary to maintain current programs and services at the current level (adjusted for inflation)
    - Significant tuition hike will be necessary
      - Must maintain competitive position with non-resident tuition
  - Budget increase to higher education was distributed as one-time funds to the two-year campuses
  - OCHE’s first priority for initiatives is $2.9 million for transferability
  - Unlikely that campuses will be able to make any adjustments to budgets through FY09
  - BOR wants to go to public with modest tuition hike
  - Many of our initiatives are not part of current services budget
  - Regents hope to finalize present law adjustments at March BOR meeting
  - Likely that any tuition increase will go to OCHE for system initiatives
  - Course fees are fixed through the biennium
    - Any changes would require an exception
  - Likely that OCHE will make budget adjustments for FY07 based on FY06 enrollments